
CHAPTER 14

The Payoff Principle  

Continues to Pay Off

Your Search for Happiness and Success Is Over
Imagine a plane full of passengers. The captain comes on the intercom 

and says, “Thank you for choosing our airline. I’m not exactly sure when 

we’ll take off or when we’ll arrive. As a matter of fact, I’m not even sure 

where we’re going or how we’re going to get there. Hopefully, our fuel 

tank has enough gas and we’ll get to where you want to go at the right 

time. For now, just sit back and enjoy the ride.”

You would probably think, “That’s the scariest thing I’ve ever heard.” 

Yet, that’s very close to the way a lot of people live. They have no partic-

ular direction for their life or their career, and they lack the energy and 

skill to complete their journey. They’re just putting in time and they 

hope it all works out. That’s what life and work are like without the 

formula offered in this book.

Fortunately, your life and career don’t have to go that way. In fact, 

your search for the two great eternal desires—more happiness and 

greater success in your life and career—is over. 

You no longer have to wonder what would make you happier, worry 

about how you could possibly achieve greater success, or waste your time 

on useless approaches. You no longer have to study the flavor-of-the-

month business fad or pop psychology filled with clever catchphrases 

that don’t deliver everything they promise. You no longer have to toss 
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aside your dreams of achieving greater success. You no longer have to 

settle for good enough and getting by when you can have the extraordi-

nary. Even though life is challenging, work is tough, and relationships 

are demanding, there’s a formula for success that addresses every one of 

those areas. 

Purpose + Passion + Process = Payoff
The key is, you must activate all three elements of the formula, and most 

people overlook one or more of these key elements. Some people work 

hard, but without a clearly defined purpose, nothing is very fulfilling. 

Other people have great dreams, but without an enduring passion, they 

give up before they see the payoffs. And still other people have the best 

of intentions and positive attitudes, but they lack the process for turning 

it into reality. This book brings all three elements together and shows 

you how to get what you want professionally and personally.

The other key to unlocking the powers of this 

formula is, you must integrate all three elements 

into every aspect of your life all at the same time. 

You can’t focus on purpose for a while, and then 

turn your attention to passion or process for a 

while, if you want the really big payoffs. You can’t 

focus on pumping up your passion at work and 

ignore your attitudes at home, if you want the 

really big payoffs. No, this formula is about a new 

way of thinking and behaving so you’re always 

purpose-driven, passion-filled, and process-guided, on and off the job. 

All you have to do now is implement the formula. And I can’t empha-

size those two words enough—now and implement. Don’t fall into the 

“as soon as” trap that says “as soon as I get the time and energy . . .” or 

“as soon as certain things happen . . .” or “as soon as I get around to it, 

I’ll give The Payoff Principle a try.” 

Author, track star, and cardiologist Dr. George Sheehan talked about 

You must activate 

all three elements 

of the formula and 

then integrate 

them into  every 

aspect of your life 

and work.
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people who are forever waiting—don’t be like those people. As he 

said, “There are those of us who are always about to live. We are wait-

ing until things change, until there is more time, 

until we are less tired, until we get a promo-

tion, until we settle down—until, until, until. It 

always seems as if there is some major event that 

must occur in our lives before we begin living.”1

Producers implement now. Producers know 

some moments are better than others for action, 

but there is never a perfect moment. So they do it 

now, if at all possible, and if at all sensible. And I 

urge you to do the same. Your search for greater 

happiness and success is over. It’s all about what 

you do now.

A Tried-and-True Formula for the  
New-and-Complete You
As a little reminder, The Payoff Principle says, “When you find purpose 

in what you do, exhibit passion for the outcome, and master the pro-

cess to make it happen, you produce the payoffs you want, need, and 

deserve.” In effect, you become a producer.

And hundreds of thousands of people have done exactly that . . . 

whether consciously and deliberately or accidently and luckily. The 

good news is you don’t have to depend on luck anymore to get what you 

want. You have a formula for getting what you want—a formula that 

has stood the test of time. You have a practical set of strategies guaranteed 

to deliver greater happiness and success than you’ve ever experienced. 

The formula (Purpose + Passion + Process = Payoff) puts you on 

the path for the new-and-complete you—both on and off the job. And 

amazingly enough, the formula brings the spiritual, psychological, 

and business worlds together. Virtually every spiritual belief or major 

religion emphasizes the critical importance of finding your purpose 

Producers know 

some moments are 

better than others 

for action, but 

there is never a 

perfect moment. So 

they do it now, if at 

all possible, and if 

at all sensible.
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and living on purpose. The psychological research is filled with studies 

that document the power of passion or having the characteristics of 

attitude, persistence, and character working for you. And the business 

world continually focuses on the best practices, or the processes, that 

bring the best results.

I find it extremely satisfying to know that this formula is supported 

by years and years of belief, research, and everyday experience. And I 

find it extremely motivating that there isn’t a part of your life or career 

that cannot be enhanced by this formula. 

I’ve experienced the new-and-complete you because of this formula. 

The evidence can be seen in everything from my health and finances 

to my goals and relationships. The evidence can be seen in my busi-

ness growth, from a kid walking the streets selling door-to-door to being 

inducted into the Speaker Hall of Fame.

I’ve seen the new-and-complete you take place in the lives and careers 

of hundreds of thousands of people. You’ve read a few of their stories in 

this book. 

I’ll never forget the first time I consciously noticed how this formula 

could and did change lives. I was in high school when Richard Chaput 

spoke at our high school assembly. He was rolled onto the stage, flat 

on his back, in his rolling hospital bed, encased in his iron lung. Even 

though there were several hundred students in the auditorium, you 

could have heard a pin drop when he uttered his opening line: “Every 

dream I’ve ever had I’ve been able to accomplish.” 

He began to share his story. When Richard was nine years old, he was 

diagnosed with polio. The disease left him completely paralyzed. His 

paralysis was so severe he had to breathe by physically gulping for air, 

somewhat like a frog. At night, he slept in an iron lung.

Initially, Richard did not handle it well. He gave into self-pity, until 

one day his parish priest helped him snap out of it by letting him know 

his life wasn’t over. There was a reason he was alive and with the right 

attitude and plan, he had a life of achievement and satisfaction ahead 

of him. (It sounds a bit like The Payoff Principle, doesn’t it?) From that 
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moment on, Richard started living with purpose and passion, and he put 

a process in place where he would help others by speaking to any group 

that would listen to his story—including audiences at the White House 

with two different US presidents. 

As a teenager sitting in his audience, I was stunned as Richard talked 

about writing books and speaking to thousands. I was inspired by what 

a person could accomplish with a driving sense of purpose, a healthy 

dose of passion, and a practical set of processes. Richard had become 

new and complete. That’s why I’ll never forget his closing line: “Life is 

a banquet, but most people are starving to death” because, as he implied, 

they don’t have these three elements working for them.

If Richard Chaput could experience the new-and-complete you, then 

there’s no reason you can’t too. You have all the tools, techniques, skills, 

and strategies outlined in this book; you can expect to get the magnifi-

cent payoffs when you start applying them. 

Your Future Filled with Payoffs—On and Off  
the Job
Of course, The Payoff Principle is not some get-rich-quick kind of 

scheme. It’s not a recipe for overnight success with little or no effort. The 

old saying still applies: if anything seems too good to be true, watch out.

I’m not saying The Payoff Principle is quick and easy. But I am saying 

it works. Take a good close look at all the people 

you have deeply admired and respected in your 

life or throughout history. Look at all those peo-

ple who have found great happiness and success 

at home, on the job, and in the world. Look at 

all those producers and you will see the three ele-

ments of purpose, passion, and process at work in 

their lives.

The best news of all is The Payoff Principle is not reserved for famous 

people or a few gifted people. I see this principle working all the time in 

I’m not saying The 

Payoff Principle is 

quick and easy. But 

I am saying  

it works.
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the personal lives and professional careers of my clients. And I know it 

will work in your career, your home, your life, and in the lives of others. 

Payoffs in Your Work Life
You will spend a major portion of your life doing some kind of work; so 

I hope to God your work not only pays off financially but also pays off in 

productivity, teamwork, and emotional health. And I know The Payoff 

Principle ensures those kinds of positive results. Here are a few examples 

of people who found The Payoff Principle and how it changed their lives. 

You can use the formula to

• Motivate the best in others. Allan Hermson, accounting manager 

at Seedorff Masonry (a construction company), found out how 

powerful it was to frame things positively. Allan says, “Now that 

I’m doing that, people are responding so much better in our new 

positive team environment. I was able to turn a non-performer into 

a real performer.” 

• Get more engagement from your coworkers. Paul Faust, a project 

manager at Wells Fargo Financial, used to look at soft skills some-

what skeptically, while he focused on the technical aspects of his job 

and took the people stuff for granted. After learning the commu-

nication techniques of The Payoff Principle, Paul said, “I learned 

exactly what I had to do to elicit the full and willing cooperation of 

my coworkers. More importantly, I’ve noticed a huge increase in 

performance.”

• Improve your work relationships. Ty Inglis, a partner at Eide 

Bailly LLP (an accounting firm), used to keep on working when 

staff members came into his office, leaving his coworkers with the 

impression that he wasn’t interested in them or their concerns. 

Then Ty said, “I made a concerted effort to employ the amazing 
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listening techniques you taught us, and this has dramatically 

improved the relations with my staff.”

• Move up in your career. Cheryl Stevens was a hardworking and tal-

ented professional at Tyco Healthcare, but she wanted to go further 

in her career. After studying the purpose-clarifying questions and 

after she wrote out her purpose statement, she became more focused 

and purpose driven. Her vice president noticed the change and 

promoted her to the position of a regional sales manager. As Cheryl 

puts it, “I have to say that your program—The Payoff Principle—has 

been the most positive and influential aspect in my life these past 

five years.”

• Create a more positive work environment. Colleen Kokenge, a 

team leader at Blue Cross Blue Shield, says her eyes were opened 

when she realized a person’s autopilot can be stuck on the wrong 

setting. Colleen says, “I didn’t realize how easily Killer Statements 

sneak into our comments at work, phrases like ‘I’m too busy . . .’ or 

‘We’ve always done it this way . . .’ and ‘That wouldn’t work here.’ 

I didn’t realize that I was subtly, accidentally demotivating myself 

and my teammates. So I stopped using those Killer Statements, and 

the attitude, productivity, and overall success of my staff increased 

dramatically almost instantly.”

• Strengthen your team. Terri Dammann from Delta Vacations (the 

airline company) wanted to do that, but being a very private person, 

she thought some of the techniques would be too far outside her 

comfort zone. But one day she decided to share some of her per-

sonal trials with her work team, ask them some Brave Questions, 

and listen to their responses. Terri said, “I can’t believe the things 

people shared with me, and our team has become stronger as a 

result. It’s amazing. Everyone back on the job is benefiting from my 

learning The Payoff Principle.”
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• Build stronger ties to your customers. Scott Jerabek, a small business 

owner in the dry pea and bean industry, was running into a series of 

barriers when trying to sell his products and services to his custom-

ers and prospects. By using just one of the techniques—the attitude 

of gratitude—Scott says, “I’ve broken through the barriers in my 

career as a professional salesperson. And I’ve been able to dramati-

cally improve two of my tougher customer relationships.”

From these examples, it’s obvious that you can transform your work 

from something that may be overly stressful to something that is 

rewarding and inspiring. Indeed, those payoffs are not only possible but 

also very likely when you activate and integrate The Payoff Principle into 

your work. 

Payoffs in Your Home Life
For many of you, the most significant payoffs—or the payoffs you desire 

the most—will be found at home. Use The Payoff Principle to 

• Strengthen your marriage or key relationship. Dan Holka, an 

account representative from Thomson Reuters (a multinational 

media corporation), said he used to turn ordinary events—even 

raking the leaves in the front yard—into stressful ordeals between 

himself and his wife. “Then I literally decided to have a positive 

attitude, as you suggested.” Dan says, “The result? Ruth and I had 

a wonderful experience raking, laughing, and enjoying each other. 

She has definitely seen the change in my behavior ever since.”

• Become a better parent. Allen Wyatt, center director for the Social 

Security Administration, became a much better father once he 

learned the “apply patience” persistence technique. As he puts it, “I 

used to yell right off the bat, without talking or discussing any-

thing first. Now, I find it a lot easier to talk and work out problems 
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between myself and my children without blowing up. It is bringing 

us closer every day.”

• Get willing cooperation from your kids. Without begging, bribing, 

or threatening, Joanne Kaczmarek, human resource manager at 

Worldwide Dispensers (a plastics manufacturing company), was 

able to get her teenage children to clean up the house after playing 

in the rain with their friends and leaving a muddy mess every-

where. Instead of yelling at them, she left a note the next morning 

that read, “I’ll be home about noon. I had a good time with your 

friends last night. I hope you enjoyed it also. With the fun comes 

clean up. Clean up needs to be done today.” When she came home, 

the house was vacuumed; the food and beverage items were put 

away; the garbage was taken out; and the recycling was done. As 

Joanne concluded, “If it wasn’t for the positive techniques I learned 

in The Payoff Principle, I would have left my original negative mes-

sage. I would have also returned home with nothing accomplished.”

• Bring out the best in your family members. John Biggi, director of 

service operations at Northwest Pump (a distributor of industrial 

pumps), was able to apply the “reject defeat” technique with his 

twelve-year-old daughter Megan and her swimming. John said, 

“Needless to say, it has worked like a charm. She has continued to 

drop her times in all of her events. Yesterday, she dropped ten seconds 

off of her personal best in the hundred-meter Individual Medley.”

• Set a positive tone in your home. Brad Stiemel, a manager at the 

nation’s largest auto insurance company, used to walk around the 

house like the gloomy, pessimistic Eeyore from Winnie-the-Pooh, 

which wasn’t really setting the tone he wanted. So he decided to try 

the “act as if” strategy instead. He started by walking around smil-

ing, with his chin and eyes up. He continued by saying only positive 

things to his family members and encouraged them to speak more 

positive comments. Brad concluded, “Everyone is getting along so 
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much better!! My daughters now walk around the house smiling 

instead of buried in the computer.” 

These payoffs were huge for the people involved. 

And every one of them is waiting for you when 

you apply The Payoff Principle. Remember, you 

are not the victim of your circumstances; you are 

the creator of your circumstances.

Payoffs That Transform You
It’s wonderful to achieve more payoffs at work 

and at home. But it’s magnificent when the payoffs transform you as 

well. With The Payoff Principle you will

• Have more energy. That’s the payoff Mark Matter, director of 

continuous improvement at Universal Strap (webbing and braid-

ing manufacturer), was looking for. Mark wrote, “I used to be very 

sluggish and could easily spend nights on the recliner. Now it’s 

nothing to be out in the garage working until 10:00 or 11:00 p.m. on 

projects. My coworkers tell me I’m more upbeat.”

• Have less stress. Phil Lee, chief operations officer of the Britannia 

Building Society in the United Kingdom, says, “After learning and 

using the technique of ‘start your day with a six-pack,’ I lost four-

teen pounds in weight. I am now swimming freestyle 50 percent 

faster. I’m much calmer and relaxed than previously. And the pay-

offs just keep coming and coming!”

• Gain control of your life. David Sleigh, account manager at Lloyds 

Bank in the United Kingdom, like so many other people, was 

feeling overwhelmed until he learned “the producer is disciplined” 

approach and the process of continuing education. As David writes, 

You are not the 

victim of your 

circumstances; 

you are the 

creator of your 

circumstances.
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“I was able to say ‘no’ to meetings that did not add value to my life 

and work, and I brought my workweek down to a more reasonable 

number of hours. I’m taking time to plan out my self-development 

rather than rush around unplanned all the time.”

• Become more assertive. Missy Bailey, accounts merchandising 

liaison from the Target Corporation, wanted to be more effective at 

getting what she really wanted. A mere ninety minutes after learn-

ing about communication breakups and makeups, she had a chance 

to use her newly acquired skills. Missy says, “I asked for what I 

wanted and got it. Wow! These skills really, really work.” 

• Achieve more of your goals. As the country manager—Nigeria 

for UPS, Joseph Caulcrick certainly knew the importance of goal 

setting but wasn’t sure about the best way to do that. After learning 

and applying the “affirming achievement process,” Joseph said, “My 

self-confidence has grown enormously, and I’m achieving more 

goals more quickly than ever before.” Indeed, he went on to create 

the Foundation for Value Transformation that is now sharing these 

techniques with future leaders throughout Africa. 

• Get a lifestyle makeover. Teri Rokusek, first vice president of 

Lincoln Savings Bank, grabbed on to all the strategies outlined in 

this book. Teri says, “I credit The Payoff Principle for saving my 

marriage, enhancing my relationship with my son, getting me 

back to church, bringing exercise into my life on a regular basis, 

and getting me to a financial planner. It has even assisted with my 

latest promotion and salary raise as I’ve spread Dr. Z throughout 

our leadership trainings.” 

The transformations these people received were life changing. And you 

will have similar victories in every part of your life when you activate 

and integrate The Payoff Principle into your life.
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Payoffs That Transform the World
Imagine a world where everyone is purpose driven, passion filled, and 

process oriented. As you learn and use The Payoff Principle, as you make 

big changes in yourself and your world, it inevitably affects others around 

you, changing them for the better—one person, one group, one team, 

one classroom, and one company at a time. Indeed, you will see payoffs:

• One person at a time: After Karen Harthorn, director of Pur-

chasing Services at the University of St. Thomas, learned about 

giving your autopilot a permanent reset, she taught the technique 

to her ten-year-old son, Connor, who was afflicted with cerebral 

palsy. He liked to sing but was timid about singing in public. She 

encouraged him to enroll in voice lessons, and within three months 

he was singing songs for his class, singing for the school broadcast, 

and then singing in a concert. Well, that’s what Karen wrote a few 

years ago, and then recently she wrote me another note. “I have 

continued to use these affirmation techniques with Connor, and 

I want you to know that he is now attending the University of Wis-

consin where he was selected as the Freshman National Champion 

in wheelchair basketball.” 

• One group at a time: That’s exactly what Doris Dean found out. As 

a supervisor for the FBI, Doris recognized the power of the pas-

sion techniques taught in The Payoff Principle, so much so that she 

began sharing them with her coworkers as well as her friends in 

business, education, and medicine and with youngsters throughout 

her county. She began speaking to various groups about these tech-

niques and says, “I’m pleased to report that even the teens (a tough 

audience) are using your positive techniques!”

• One team at a time: As a manager at Iowa Lutheran Hospital, Beth 

Houts was particularly drawn to the DNDT and SATS communi-

cation techniques. Beth said, “Your techniques have contributed to 
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our team building at work . . . which has shown up in much higher 

patient satisfaction scores. And we’re celebrating.”

• One classroom at a time: Middle school teacher Kevin Little says, 

“My teaching and my curriculum have improved dramatically, 

because I’m teaching my students with more purpose and more 

enthusiasm than ever before. And their grades and high interest 

levels reflect my efforts.” 

• One company at a time: As one of the principals of the Cool Beans! 

Coffee Company, Clay Anderson said he never knew about the 

power of positive and negative thoughts and how they affect busi-

ness outcomes. He said, “I went back to work and taught The Payoff 

Principle to my employees, and now they realize that the thoughts 

they have of their customers are critical. Their positive thoughts 

turn into positive behaviors, and that turns into a more pleasant 

buying experience for the customer. BUT GET THIS: It’s also 

creating a lot more generosity in the customers—which is showing 

up in the tips we receive.”

If It Is to Be, It’s Up to Me
I mentioned this short, quick, and witty phrase in chapter 2. It’s moti-

vating and inspiring. And in most cases, it’s true. That’s why I’ve also 

quoted it in many of my keynotes and seminars.

There’s only one problem with the phrase: it leaves you hanging in 

midair. It doesn’t tell you where you’re going because it lacks purpose. It 

doesn’t tell what’s going to take you there because it lacks passion. And 

it doesn’t tell you how you’re going to get there because it lacks process. 

That’s the problem with so many positive-thinking books and self-

help routines. They don’t give you the whole formula for success. The old 

saying “a little knowledge is a dangerous thing” rings true. If you don’t 

have all the information—or the whole formula for success—it will lead 

you into confusion and failure. 
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But those days of confusion, frustration, and dead ends are over 

because you now have the formula to achieve all the happiness and suc-

cess you want—Purpose + Passion + Process = Payoff. 

Use the formula. Apply The Payoff Principle and you’ll see that the 

best is yet to come, at work, at home, and everywhere you go for the rest 

of your life.
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